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Epson EB-815E data projector 5000 ANSI lumens 3LCD

Brand : Epson Product code: V11HA99180

Product name : EB-815E

Epson EB-815E. Projector brightness: 5000 ANSI lumens, Projection technology: 3LCD, Contrast ratio
(typical): 25000000:1. Light source type: Laser, Service life of light source: 20000 h, Service life of light
source (economic mode): 30000 h

Projector

Projector brightness * 5000 ANSI lumens
Projection technology * 3LCD
Contrast ratio (typical) * 25000000:1
Native aspect ratio * 16:9
Projector brightness (economic
mode) 3500 ANSI lumens

Matrix size 1.57 cm (0.62")

Light source

Light source type * Laser
Service life of light source * 20000 h
Service life of light source
(economic mode) 30000 h

Features

High Dynamic Range (HDR)
supported
High Dynamic Range (HDR)
technology

High Dynamic Range 10 (HDR10),
Hybrid Log-Gamma (HLG)
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